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greedy and grossly hypocritical, posing as a liberator, 
while acting the part of what Count Ernst zu Eeventlow 

calls, with characteristic ferocity, a "vampire" clutching 

constantly at the heart of Europe. Germany has denied 
to England physical courage, honesty, endurance, orga 

nization, and assumes herself therefore the role of re 

leasing the world from the clutches of the British "para 
site." Germany agrees that this war is a struggle be 

tween light and darkness, but believes that she, Germany, 
is on the side of the light. In fighting for her own ex 

istence she claims to be fighting also for "the liberation 
of the world." 

Of course, English opinion denies, and honestly 
enough, these charges by Germany. It goes further and 

insists that the present war was "not forced upon Ger 

many, but forced by Germany upon Europe, and that it 
is the Allies who must have guarantees for future peace." 
This is the language of Viscount Grey on the twenty 
third of last October. The Allies have convinced them 
selves that the German Government has been fashioned 
for the junkers and imperialists of that nation, and that 
its main policy, especially since 1871, has been simply a 

policy of conquest. This aggressive Kultur has suc 

ceeded in deceiving not only the people of Germany but 
the Reichstag. Everything that has happened since the 
war began is an illustration of the ruthless spirit of the 
German war-party. Beginning with the violation of 

Belgium and Luxemburg, the wild leaders introduced 
the use of poisonous gases, the bombardment of unforti 
fied towns, the unlawful destruction of commerce; they 
have sunk the Lusitania and the Sussex, and they have 
resorted to pillage, tribute, and the barbarous exportation 
of natives out of Belgium into Germany. Germany is 
an absolutism, with all the evils that go with absolutism. 
These are some of the recriminating charges made by 
England against Germany. Indeed, they are in sub 
stance the charges made by Dr. Carl Liebknecht himself 
before the Committee of the Reichstag last spring, for 
which charges he was sentenced late in June to thirty 
months' imprisonment and dismissed from the army for 

high treason. 

But if we squeeze these recriminations out of the 
words of the opposing nations and examine the construc 
tive principles for which each contends that it is fighting, 
we find them to be in the main anti-militarism and 
freedom from aggression from the outside. Both sides 
are opposed to war and would that it may never again be 

necessary. Both sides, if we may interpret by means of 
the language of Viscount Grey and Chancellor von Beth 

mann Hollweg, are ready to join a league of nations in 
the interest of free States, large and small, and of a 

permanent peace. In short, we have two blood-related 

groups of nations ferociously at war with each other, 
each claiming to be pursuing essentially the same ideals, 

and each longing for peace, but unable to attain it. 

Such an impasse tends to continue indefinitely the hor 
rors of the struggle. The growing hatreds increase the 

misunderstandings and lack of comprehension. In his 

"Politics," Aristotle quotes a saying current in his day 
and pertinent to this day: 

"Cruel the wars of brethren are'*; 

and this: 
"Those who have greatly loved do greatly hate." 

The utter absence of anything like mutual sympathy, 
the rampant feelings of self-righteousness and of na 

tional pride, the rhetorical Kiplingisms and Bernhardi 
isms?these are symptoms of the pathetic madness of 
the present world situation. But that this whole dis 
aster is produced by the avoidable clash of two civilized 

groups professing the same ideals?words cannot convey 
the pathos of that. 

WHAT WE MAY DO NOW FOR PEACE 

The 
signs of the approaching end of the war, while 

neither many nor .bright, are increasing in number 
and more hopeful. Germany's demands were simplified 
by Chancellor von Bethmann Hollweg, November 29, 
when he announced that Germany was ready to end the 
war by ajDeace guaranteeing the existence and future of 
the nation. There is nothing inconsistent between this 
statement and the statement of the former British Prime 

Minister that the peace when it comes "must be such as 
will be built upon a sure and stable foundation?the 

security of the weak, the liberties of Europe, the free 
future of the world." 

Hon. Charles P. Trevelyan, member of the British 
House of Commons, writes: "My countrymen are heart 

ily sick of war. If once it were brought to the conscious 
ness of ordinary Englishmen that Germany was ready 
for a reasonable peace, a rapid and radical change would 

appear in popular opinion." Since it is going to be ex 

tremely difficult to convince the world of the ethical 
difference between the military domination of Prussia 
and the military domination of the English navy, the 
time of the ultimate rapprochement should be rapidly 
drawing nearer. This view is reflected in the changing 
editorial emphasis of papers like the New York Times. 
It is expressed in a remarkable series of Times articles, 
signed by "Cosmos," reminding one of the "Federalist," 
penned by Hamilton, Madison, and Jay, in those crucial 

days when our Constitution hung in the balance. There 
is a growing number who believe that the psychological 

moment for some definite action is now or soon will be 
at hand. It is of importance, therefore, that we ask 

again and answer as best we may the question, What 
can we do now? 
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There are ten things which intelligent pacifists may 
concentrate all of their intelligence upon. They may 
continue to urge the call of a Third Hague Conference, 
to which every country belonging to the society of na 

tions shall be invited and in whose proceedings every 
such country shall participate. They may advocate 

stated meetings of that Hague Peace Conference which, 
thus meeting at regular, stated periods, shall become a 

recommending if not a lawmaking body. They may 

suggest an agreement of the States forming the society 
of nations concerning the call and procedure of the Con 

ference, by which that institution shall become not only 
internationalized, but in which no nation shall take as 

of right a preponderating part. They may request the 

appointment of a committee, to meet at regular inter 

vals between the Conferences, charged with the duty of 

procuring the ratification of the Conventions and Decla 
rations and of calling attention to the Conventions and 
Declarations in order to insure their observance. They 
may recommend an understanding upon certain funda 
mental principles of international law, as set forth in 
the Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Nations, 
adopted by the American Institute of International Law 
on January 6, 1910, which are themselves based upon 
decisions of English courts and of the Supreme Court of 
the United States. They may propose the creation of 
an international council of conciliation to consider, to 

discuss, and to report upon such questions of a non 

justiciable character as may be submitted to such council 

by an agreement of the powers for this purpose. They 
may commend the employment of good offices, media 

tion, and friendly composition for the settlement of dis 

putes of a non-justiciable nature. They may approve 
the principle of arbitration in the settlement of disputes 
of a non-justiciable nature; also of disputes of a jus 
ticiable nature which should be decided by a court of 

justice, but which have, through delay or mismanage 
ment, assumed such political importance that the na 
tions prefer to submit them to arbiters of their own 
choice rather than to judges of a permanent judicial 
tribunal. They may insist upon the negotiations of a 
convention creating a judicial union of the nations along 
the lines of the Universal Postal Union of 1908; to this 
all civilized nations and self-governing dominions to be 

parties, pledging the good faith of the contracting par 
ties to submit their justiciable disputes (that is to say, 
their differences involving law or equity) to a perma 
nent court of this union, whose decisions will bind not 

only the litigating nations, but also all parties to its 
creation. And finally they may exercise their every in 
fluence to win their friends and political representatives, 
their government, and the world to will that these means 
and organs shall be set up. 

We especially call the atteiitiun of our readers to the 
article appearing elsewhere in these columns entitled 
"The Organization of International Justice." In that 
article the principles which we have enumerated here 
have been carefully set forth and historically defended 

by one eminently competent for the task. 

EDITORIAL NOTES 
The Conscription One of the outstanding facts of the 
of Wealth. present war is the conscription of men, 

the compulsory offering of flesh to bul 

let, shell, disease. Without discussing the ethics of 
such compulsory service, we find the question raised in 
at least two quarters, Why should there not be conscrip 
tion of wealth? One of these comes out of England 
and the other out of the little town of Wyoming, New 
York. The former is elaborated in the September num 
ber of War and Peace, published in London; the other 

appears in The Public, signed by Mr. Waldo E. Browne. 
And if there be conscription of flesh, why should there 

not be conscription of property? Surely the com 

munity's rights over a person's money are at least as 

great as its rights over his body. One of the most serious 
results of the war is its injury to the agencies which 

make for social progress. The allotments to colleges 
have already been reduced; the compulsory school at 
tendance age has been reduced; religion, charities, and 
all of the philanthropies are suffering, and they will 
continue to suffer for many years, primarily because of 
the great war debts now being pyramided abroad. One 
of the great curses of civilization is, and always has been, 
the problem of poverty. The writer in War and Peace 
sees no reason why the money of the wealthy classes 
should not be conscripted for the solution of the prob 
lem. Mr. Browne's contribution is provoked by the fact 
that certain wealthy men in this country are contrib 

uting five thousand dollars each toward a fund for the 
purpose of securing legislation for universal compulsory 
military service. He points out that modern war and 

preparations for war are dependent upon money no less 
than upon men, and that the conscription of man power 
only is one-sided and inadequate. He holds that the 

voluntary system of raising military revenue is out 
worn, and that the private financial resources of the 

wealthy should be placed unconditionally at the disposal 
of the State. 

The contention of both of these writers is not that the 

wealthy should loan their money, as now, to the Govern 
ment at comfortable rates of interest, but that it should 
be given voluntarily or taken peremptorily and unre 

servedly. Both justice and expediency demand that the 
enforced mobilization of money should accompany the 
enforced mobilization of men. It is "intolerable that 
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